
Results

Over a year and a half of work, the COWLECTIVE
consortium has developed:

@COWLECTIVE @cowlective COWLECTIVE

PROJECT NUMBER: 2020-1-DK01-KA202-075071
IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD: 01.11.2020 – 31.10.2022

www.cowlective.erasmus.site

IO1 - Create Mobile report about
social and environmental

entrepreneurs skills demand
according to representatives from

the sector

IO2- Development of the COWLECTIVE training package
 

Download applications:

Please, visit our training:
 

Specific recommendations established on the basis of the different modules
of the course and the foreseen competences for the best use of the materials
offered.
Specific training for collaborative spaces to train them to support the
collaborative, innovative design of this type of company.

Now, we are in the process of implementing intellectual output 3:
IO3 will include follow-up training to implement business practices that positively
impact society.
The learning method will consist of two main parts:

  

https://www.facebook.com/COWLECTIVE
https://twitter.com/cowlective
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cowlective/?viewAsMember=true
https://cowlective.erasmus.site/


CONTEXT

Partners

 The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not constitute 
an endorsementof the contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, an the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Companies with a social impact take advantage of the growing awareness of society toward social and
environmental problems, transforming these challenges into enormous business opportunities. From a
broader point of view, the business reason should be related to the great social and environmental
challenges. Entrepreneurs are the engine of economic growth in Europe. It is a well-known fact that SMEs
are the most important form of business organization in Europe, representing 99.8% of all enterprises.
What is much less known is the growing importance of co-working spaces, which have become a
common working place for free- lancers and young entrepreneurs, with more than 14.000 operators
around the world. Coworking is a multi- dimensional booming industry and a strengthening cultural
movement re-modelling the very notion of what workplace is, dedicated to providing support to those
entrepreneurs who wish to go beyond the traditional schemes. However, several needs are usually
identified by coworking spaces, coworkers and entrepreneurs, among which the need to improve the level
of social interaction in the coworking space to increase the socialGet i touch now for pricing & in "formatio
info@realestate.infoimpact of their activities.

Partners

COWLECTIVE 3rd TPM IN TRIKALA, GREECE

The third COWLECTIVE partners' meeting was held at
Trikala. The project management meeting was organised
over two days on 5 and 6 July. The opportunity to work for

two days in person proved to be really effective in
strengthening the partnership, moving the project forward

and identifying the next steps to be taken. During the
meetings, we focused on analysing the situation of the
second outcome and the research of the mobile report
that was carried out in the first months of the project. 
Also, we made some decisions in relation to the third

outcome of the project (IO3), which involves the creation
of a didactic strategy for instructing trainees.

 
 


